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In Our Time With Tom Wolfe
By Jeffrey Linehan
Staff Writer
The first thing that you notice
about the man is the way he is
dressed. Dapper. Snappy. Just
two of the many adjecives that
could describe his appearence.
But there is so much more to this
man than his clothes, and that is
the second thing you realize as
he enters the room. There is, one
might say, an aura about him
that demands respect, but at the
same time a charisma emanates
from around him as well. It is
both charming and irresistible,
and definitely most amiable.
The personality of Tom Wolfe is
intricate indeed, and not even he
himself can be sure about all its
hidden facets .
. Wolfe has been called a faithful chronicler of American life,
observing it during the sixties,
through the seventies, and into

the eighties. He is best known
for his books The Electric Kool·

Aid Acid Test, The Pump
House Gang, and more recently,
his national best seller, The
Right Stuff. He is a steady writer
in both The New York Times
Magazine and Esquire; this
month alone you can find an
article in Harper's, and his current novel, The Bonfire of the
Vanities, is being published in
serial form in Rolling Stone

magazine.
On October 3, the Student
Union Program Committee
presented a lecture with Tom
Wolfe in the Student Union Ballroom. In a very humorous and
often enlightening presentation,
Wolfe addressed a malady he
termed "cultural amnesia", and
the extraordinary inversion of
morals and the changes in attitudes that have occured in
America in only a decade.

Before his lecture, Mr. Wolfe
granted The Comment an exclusive interview. After an enjoyable dinner in the Rathskeller,
Mr. Wolfe and I discussed a
wide variety of issues in what
could best be described as an
informal ap.d. very friendly
atmosphere'. ~He was more than
willing to answer all of my ques.:.
tions, which he did in great
detail.
See WOLFE p. 11
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China Trip "Successful"
College President Adrian
Rondileau, Vice-President of
Academic affairs Robert Dillman, Joyce Leung who is a prof es sio nal librarian at the
Maxwell library, and Dr.
George Sethares, a faculty
member of Bridegewater State

College's Computer Science
department, recently returned
from their eleven day visit to
Shanxi College in China.
The venture was quoted as
being a "successful" one. Foundations for a student-faculty
exchange agreement between
BSC and Shanxi Teachers College in China .have been laid.,
This could mean e~changes for
both students and a few faculty

members as early as.September.
of ne:xt year.
When asked if the delegation
achieved it's objectives, President Rondileau responded "Yes,
although learning about the
structure of the college and
about their education will be
inevitable, just as they are learning about · ours, it goes far
beyond looking at documents

See CHINA p. 11

Students to vote on SSAM
Referendum Question
By Gregory Mathis
Staff Writer
·

A referenda will be at Bridgewater ..State College asking students if they are willing to
support a dollar per student per
semester fee to support a State
S tu d en t Ass o ci at i o n of
Massachusetts.
.
SSAM is a statewide student
advocacy organization promot-

Win Big

On Tuesday, October IO, the
Student Affairs Committee met
to discuss dormitory regulations
an.d the Judicial Appeals processes. The Committee, consisting

a

of Chairperson Walter

tenant could

he

evicted?

"There is no doubt (about it) ... I

Furr and Student Tmstee-Mm---~·ffotet i'ttNel6'At1t1 '8~ Dftisg1rn'lflit•F
State college that occupy the

The Bears. defeat at the hands of
Curry, (top right) The winning
float of the .parade belonged · to
Kappa Phi Omega, and (right) the
crowning of this years King and
Queen; Jeff May and Kerry Kiley.

Staff Writer
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effect-it's against the law. They
won't allow for people to give
away their rights."
Hadge also was asked .if he
thought that, from a legal point
of view, if the college was inviolat ion of tne Massachusetts state
law regarding the landlord's
notification of seven days before

Siwik, Dr. Robert Cahill, Carol

By Carrie Kulick

Photo: Ed Donahue

ing the interests· of state college
encountered.
stud~nts in the state legislature,
Over the last year, SSAM has
helped students in the tuition
the Bo;;ird of Regents, the board
of Trustees, the Governor's
fight over the. summer, has
helped with voter registration
Office and other decision makand financial· aid.
ing organizations.
Last week the Student
The dollar fee that students
Government Association voted
pay at the beginning of each
to add SSAM to it's constitusemester will be sent to the
tion, making it an extension of
SSAM headquarters. in Boston
the SGA, also allocated $1,000 · to expand the working staff of
to SSAM to help defray some of ·
See SSAM p. 10
the costs that SSAM has

thew P. Donoghue, discussed
college policy, specifically the
eviction policy, along with other
'~gray areas" as ·outlined in New
Dimensions . the Student
Handbook.
Over 30 students, consisting
of Student Government
members, Comment staff, and
other interested students,
attended the meeting in support
of Trustee Donoghue's concern
that student_ rights were being
violated by the present policies.
Student Governent Association
President Daniel Magoon, First
Vice-President David Carreiro,
and Student Attorney .Donald
M. Hadge also assisted Trustee
Donoghue in the presentation of
the case on behalf of the
students.
When asked if there are any
gray areas in the Handbook that
need ironing out-areas that are
left open to interpretation by the
Ad minis tra tio n, Attorney
Hadge stated that ~'. .. I would
say yes to that. As to now many
apply to the dormitory landlord/tenant end of it, I am not
quite sure. Bµ.sically the regulations/ conditions in the Student
Handbook, I think that I would
compare them to conditions ofa
lease'. I believe the residency
agreement talks about the Student Handbook:'§lti'that the stu. dents do. have an obligation
overall to follow the regulations
because it's part of an agreement
that they entered into. But if certain of those agreements are
against the. Jaw, or violate the
law in some way, then even
though the students have agreed
to them, they ,still cannot be
done, becuase if the law says
that there are certain things you
can't agree to, and even if the
, student agrees to it, the law says
that that !lgreem~Qt. has .. no

dorm rooms are just as much a
tenant as any other tenant,
whether at a private complex, a
three family home or whatever ... and so if the landlord in one
of those types of homes, settings
wanted to evict a student, the
minimum requirement by law is,'
for non-payment of rent has to
a fourteen-:day notice: any
other reason has to .be thirty-day
notice. And after the notice is
given and if the person still
refuses to get out, the landlord
has to bring eviction proceedings. So that would take a cou'pie of months to get them out, or
even get to the. court room.
·
"What Bridgewater State
Co)lege has been doing is treating the students as though they
were less than a legal tenant.
And I don'.t think that they had
the legal right to do that. Chapter I 86, section 17, makes it clear
in the law that the law recognizes the student' as a tenant.
The only, thing that the statute
does in th.e very last sentence is
rather that give the student a
thirty-day notice, it says that
before you can. terminate their
tenancy, you have to give them a
See STUDENTS p. 10
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JACK ANDERSON AND JOSEPH SPEAR

WEEKLY SPECIAL

Kappa Phi
Omega Thanks
Second·
Vice-President
Nummelin

Phony case built against whistle blower

By Jack Anderson
ert O'Brien, asked an underling to
and Joseph Spear
find a way to get rid of Hnatio.
WASHINGTON Whistle
The employee who was assigned
blowers - those courageous govthe chore was apparently experiernment employees who risk their
enced in bureaucratic self-protection. She put O'Brien's instructions
jobs exposing corruption and
incompetence in the bureaucracy
down in writing:
"O'Brien requested that I check
- are routinely subjected to retailatory harassment by the bosses
with personnel to see if we could
they have embarrassed.
fire. above-named employee
But top-grade bureaucrats didn't
(Hnatio)/' her memo stated. She
get where they are without learning
then proceeded to lay out the "steps
how to cover up· a back-stabbing that can be taken."
or at least to wipe off the fingerThere were two options, accord"'.
prints.
ing to the memo. One was to "reasIt's rare indeed when one of these
sign him as requested."
The other was more sinister. "If
experts gets caught with stiletto in
To the Editor,
hand - and his initials engraved on
you want to fire him - start docuThe Sisters of Kappa Phi Omega would like to thank
menti~g records. Establish good
the handle.
Jeff Nummelin and his crew for all of their help and
This is another chapter in the
performance standards. If he is
. support in making homecoming weekend a good time for
saga of John Hnatio, a security sperated unacceptable, then he can be
everyone.
cialist in the Department of Energy
reassigned, downgraded, etc. If he
Without .Jeffs hard work and dedication many of the
who ran ~nto trouble for trying to do
continues to fail to follow instruchis job:·.· seeing to it that the
tions (this) can lead to dismissal homecoming events would not have been as successful. It
agency's nuclear-weapons plants
after warnings, reprimands, etc."
was obvious that Jeff was truly concerned with making
are safe from potential saboteurs
The memo concluded with the
this past weekend a memorable one for all.
and thieves.
warning that the l'process could
We have already reported how he
take six to eight months." Hnatio's
Thank You,
was reprimanded and nearly lost
superiors apparently were willing
his job for telling a congressional
to invest the time.
The Sisters of Kappa Phi Omega
investigator that his superiors had
Hnatio's personnel jacket began
lied when they said plants were
to bulge after the memo was writsecure.
-ten - and it wasn't with commenHnatio's story had a reasonably
dations. By the time the file conhappy ending. After the Engery
tained a reprimand and a "warning
Department's inspector general had
letter," he had gone to the inspector
cleared him of impropriety and
general and won his exoneration.
Rep. John Dingle, D-Mich., had
Footnote: O'Brien wrote Hnatio
begun to show a personal interest,
that the incriminating memo was
the reprimand was expunged and
"totally out of context," and insisted he had "never taken any action
Hnatio got an apology.
to 'fire' you." Dingell plans to look
Now we've learned that Hnatio's
into the matter further.
harassment had started even before
he talked to the congressional
BLUNDER OF THE WEEK: Diet
watchers are well aware that eggs
investigator. Our associates John
are among the foods with the highDillon and .Indy Badhwar have
obtained ·~n inte}:'nal .. Energy
est concentration of cholesterol. ,
Department doctiment· that · sl;\ows
They. have also been linked to
Hnatio's boss was out to et h"m a
at
·
·
,,,.._...,....-'!~omfa~sftrie~riilfiiziirlilf't1!fii~ITEt'--it!fr'M~
specialist might be troublesome.
Physicians across the country
were therefore surprised to receive
Alerted by a memo in which Hnatio expressed differences· of opinion
a free egg cookbook recently from
To the Editor:
on security assessments and asked
a company that specializes in the
There is need for clarification concerning your article
manufacture of drugs that combat
on Judicial Board Objectivity in October 4th's issue. It for a transfer, his supervisor, Robwould appear that your staff's omission of certain facts
prompt me to question the objectivity of your reporting.
Mr. DiClemente was suspended from the residence
halls for one year because he was on a suspended suspension for a previous infraction. Having been found guilty
for violation of the alcoholic beverage policy by the
Shea-Durgin Judicial Board, that suspension automatically went into effect. Your article led the reader to
believe that he ·was suspended for the year so,lely due to
his violation of the alcoholic beverage policy. This was
certainly not the case~
As for your inference that the Handbook does not
inform students of the consequences .of violating the
alcoholic beverage policy in the residence hall, I would
·draw your attention to page 106 in the. Handbook which
clearly states that students found in violation of this
policy will be suspended for ten days.
As for Mr. Donoghue's ludicrous statement "''that students are getting screwed", is he referring to all residence
hall students or his friend Mr._ DiClemente? Is he using
his elected power to further personal gains or is he
genuinely interested in the student body as a whole? The
Executive Boards agreed upon the ten-day suspension
policy last April. The members of the respective boards
are elected, not appointed. In Mr. DiClemente's case, the
Appellate Board granted another hearing and re vised the
decision of the Shea-Durgin Judicial Board, based· on the
testimony of a new witness who was not present during
the first hearing. It would appear to me that the· system
works in favor of the student not against him/her.
After a review of the facts, your article appears to be
guilty of one-sided journalism. Did your reporters bother
to interview Amy Paquette . or· other members of the
Shea-Durgin Judicial Board to ascertain their side of the
story? I would hope that future articles would be more
objective in their presentation.

Administrator
Finds Biases

in Comment
Article

Respectfully Submitted,
· Gerard. V. Stenerson
Staff Assistant, Housing

heart disease. The book, which contained 250 artery-clogging egg recipies, was sent by CIBA Pharmaceutical Co.
"I thought it was a sick joke,"
said one physician.
Audrey Kriegman, CIBA's director of medical services, acknowledged that the cookbook mailing
was in bad taste. She explained that
the book's egg theme was designed
to remind the doctors of an earlier
CIBA advertisement that depicted a
new product emerging from an egg.
STRICTLY PERSONAL: We
receive hundreds of letters each
week and cannot possibly answer
them all. But here are our
responses. to concerns raised by two
readers:
.- . What happens to Nazi war
cr1mmals that are found in the
United States?
They are supposed to be deported, but unless a country willingly
offers sanctuary, they are allowed'
to stay in this country.
It is the Justice Department's
responsibility to track down and
deport ex-Nazis, who covered up
their bloody past when they emigrated after World War II.
It is the State Department's job
to find countries that will take in
the deportees - but the diJ?lomats
sometimes fall down on the JOb. Our
sources say the State Department
makes a cursory attempt to find a
country that will accept former
Nazis, but makes no effort to persuade the reluctant countries.
~Is the Reagan administration's
Central American policy winning
any friends for the United States?
Consider this: In El Salvador a
few months ago, the outgoing commander of government troops in
one embattled province created a
new unit to fight l~ft'."wing uerrila 10n.
n a com a
outfit of the anti-government forces
in Nicaragua is called the "Jeane
Kirkpatrick Task Force," in honor
of the combative U.S. ambassador
to the United Nations.
Copyright, 1984,
United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Gregory G. Mathis
EUHo~-tn-_Gn i ef

IH~ GENPER GAP,,,

Many students and faculty members have come up to
me and commented on the improvements that were made
in the paper over the summer. Debbie and I attended a
College Journalism workshop over the summer, and have
put into effect some of the valuble lessons we learned. The
purpose of this editorial however, is not to tell you how
\great the newspaper is; it is in fact to tell you about the
desperate times we are encountering. On one hand, we are
turning out a very respectable paper each week, while on
the other, the ten people who work very hard each week
are beginnig to get fed up with the whole thing.
I don't think it's a problem with enthusiasm or morale. I"
would have to say the problem lies in the responsibility,
work, and time that it takes to put out a quality weekly
newspaper.
The second half the term for Editor-in-Chief, which
begins in September, is traditionally the worsnirne to be
one. Many editors, staff writers, and typists leave after the
first semester because of "burnout". And, as history has a
tendency to do, it's repeated itself. In the .last weeks The
Comment has lost a Managing Editor, Sports Editor, and
our only typist; and the semester has only just begun.
I guess what the purpose of this editorial is ,is to stimulate interest in the newspaper. Of the ten people currently
"producing'' the paper, eight are seniors. In other words,
there is plenty of opportunity for underclassmen to get
involved. We currently need people to type, proofread,
and write. We 're a swell bunch of people and we will do
everything we can d·o to help you learn the computers, or
how to go about writing a story.
It is the students newspaper, so if you .think you have

1
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Foreign Languages
Should you kno one?
By Nancy DuPont
Staff Writer
The foreign language requirement that has been part of the
curriculum at Bridgewater State
College for some time continues
to be a som!;_what controv.ersial
subject on campus. The fact that
the majority of the student population at this college is opposed
to the requirement that they be
competent in a foreign language
is to me, quite dismaying. It not
only reflects the unwillingness of
students at this college to challenge themselves intellectually,
but also, on a larger scale, the
incredible ethnocentricity for
which Americans have long
been held in gfobal contempt.
How can we, living in a country
so involved in foreign commerce
and politics, be justified in saying that learning a foreign Ianguage · is unnecessary? Three
hundred years ago such a statement might have heel} valid~ we .
.were then politically and liguistieally isolated 'by two formidable moats known as the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. But now, in
the age of the Concorde, the telephone, and the satellite, we can
no longer claim such isolation
and are increasingly being called
upon to take part in international affairs, of which language
is an integral part. Yet, despite
this, American's incompetence
in foreign languages is nothing
short of scandalous. We have
French speaking neighbors to
the north, and Spanish speaking
neighbors to the south. but it is
they, not we, who must learn the

new language. This severely
diminishes our capabilities not
only economically and politically, but also from a humanistic
point of view. It is not a valid
point that the language one
speaks greatly affects the way
one looks at the world, and to
acquire another language would
thus present wider avenues of
perception? Would it not be true
that language is not a barrier,
but an open door?
In almost every. country
except the United States proficiency in one or more foreign
languages is required .for graduation at all universities. The
people of these nations, who Ii~
immigrants, visitors, businessmen, and diplomats arrive in
this country daily, therefore
have a distinct advantage over
us in that they can understand
us, yet we cannot understand
them. Amazingly, however, we
still regard our almighty English
language as superior to any
other, even to the extent where
we can walk into any given shop
or restaurant in any given non. English speaking country and
expect the natives there to speak
it. Yet when foreigners come to
our country, we consider the
"stupid" or "ignorant" if they
cannot speak English. That, in
my opinion, is nothing less than.
cultural snobbery.
English is not, however the
great and powerful language we
Americans generally believe it to
be; we have to stop waiting-for
translations and start realizing
that the world does not revolve
around us. Whoever you are and
whatever you plan to do with

your life, you are deceiving
yourself if you think knowledge
of a foreign language is unnecessary. A second language confers
a definite advantage upon those
who chose to acquire one: it is an
advantage which is rapidly
becoming necessary rather than
merely favorable. Wouldn't you
rather have that advantage than
not have it? Shouldn'tyoujump
at the chance to put yourself
ahead of the game, rather than
choose to allow others to climb
all over you? In addition to all of
this, let me point out that the
study of a foreign language, if
taken seriously and not simply
as another class which must be
suffered through, allows one a
better knowledge of the English
language itself, which if I may
say so, is a foreign language to
many of those who profess
fluency in it.
The role of the United.States
in foreign relations is growing
more and more significant every
day, and the manner in which we
conduct our~elves in this ongoing struggle for power and peace
is obviously a life or death matter. Yet even with World War III
staring us right in the face. we
Americans will not give up our
long fought for superiority. We
refuse realize that perhaps it is
our job to break the language
barrier, not someone· else's.
Aren't you worried that the
competency of our diplomats in
foreign languages and cultures is
deplorable, even laughable?
(Notice that it is not we who are
lat!ghing). Aren't you just a little

to
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some good ideas and the motivation to work, use the
opportunity to leave your mark on this campus.
I hope to see more peopl<nrnrurfu~e~e~:t~m::':g~s:'!"'.""lu~u:"!r~n~e~w~.+---

meetingtime will be Thursdays at 11 :00 a.m. in The Comment, which is locateq. next door t.o the bookstore.
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WBIM Prof-ile of the Week
Game Room Tournaments
Pool, Ping-Pong, and Video Game Tournaments will be held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 :00-12:00 p.m. in the Student Union Came Room on the third floor of
the Student Union.
The tournaments are ongoing. Attendance on.Tuesday and Thursday is necessary to keep th~ tournaments running smoothly. If one cannot make it on one. of
these days, he/ she must have a part11~r who can take his/ her place. Partnerships
can be arranged in the Game Room. Sign-up sheets for Tuesday and Thurs~ay
participants as well as individual day sign up sheets are are in the Game Ro.om. Sign
up now and get in on the tournaments. Trophies are awarded to the wmners.
GALA Meeting
The BSC Gay and Lesbian Alliance will be meeting Thursday October 25th at
11:00 a.m. Gala offers friendship and support to the college community. New
members are always welcome. Please call ext. 2244 for further information.
DSC Law Club
Special meeting Thursday October 25 at 11 :00 a.m. in L340. No~inations will be
held for open positions. Meetings are every Tuesday at 11:00 a.m. m L340. All are
welcome!
Ensemble Theatre
The Ensemble Theatre invites anyone interested on the New York Day Trip. The
date is November I 7th, leaving the Student Union at 6:00 a.m. and leaving New
York City at 6:00 p.m. The cost is only $20.00. If anyone is intereste? contact
Patrick McCarron. ET Soc. VP. Rm. 323 Scott Hall. All money must be m by Nov
I.

Jonah Is Coming
The film Jonah Who Will Be 25 in the Year 2000 will be shown on Thursday,
October 18. at 7:30p.m. in Pope Hall. Refreshments will be served. This is the first
. in the film series sponsored by the campus Multicultural Committee.

GER Hearing Notes
The GER Hearing Notes are now available in the Student Government Association office on a sign out basis. Please feel free to drop by and sign out a copy.

Presidential· Debate
On Sunday night, October 2 lst at 7:00 p.m., BSC"; Pirg is sponsoring"Showdown

Name: Lisa Gagnon
Age: 19
Hometown: Somerset
Shift: DJ Monday 3-6 p.m,
Lisa, a Communication Arts & Sciences major with the class
of 1987, is presently serving as Office Director (which includes
ru-nning after jocks to get their "autographs" on format sheets)
and also as a DJ. As a freshman, Lisa made the mistake of
hanging around the station frequently, which led to a DJ shift,
then was persuaded into taking the role of Office Director.
Music, meaningful movies, having a good time with friends,
and her boyfriend Bob keep Lisa interested when she is not
spending time at the station. Things that keep Lisa "G" in a good
mood are putting on a good show, making a great mix, and
thinking about a date with Richard Gere. Animal slaughter
(especially white baby seals), grubby, bearded, scraggly men,
and the possibility of Richard Gere being gay definitely turn her
off
·
After graduation, Lisa hopes to get into some aspect of entertainment in radio or television. About WBIM, Lisa says, "The
station is my identity (only joking folks, it doesn't mean any.:
thing just because everyone I know calls me Lisa .. G".) WBIM is
a great thing to be a part of. I'm learning more about how radio
works everyday and I know that it will help me in my future, if
I'm able to get into the professional field ...

~4" in the Rathskellar ~aturing Joca~talent-to·dis~~~.~~~~.l~i•H•1•w•1n•1-·~~~~-Jl~JUl~UIMP•t~~l·J~J•t~I~~~~~~~---·•:~~11m1um11•n~m1•1n•n•~~plaforms. Th~will be~llowed bya viewingofthePresidentiaIDebateonthewide
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
screen TV. This event is open to the public and all students are encouraged to
attend.

State Ho:use Watch
The BSCPIRG State House Project Watch will be attending the State-wide Lobby
Day on Thursday October 25 leaving the Student Union at noon. Afterr a workshop lead by MassPirg lobbyists· and lawyers, the BSC students will meet with
Representative Chiocca(D;;.Bridgewater)to discuss the PIRGplatforrn. Interested?
Drop by the Prig office across from the Rat or call x23 l3.

Women's Center Films
The Women's Center is sponsoring a series of films., the first ot Which will be
Men's Lives. This Academy Award winning documentary depicts the pressures,
competition and conditioning of American men. It features interviews with high
school teachers, presents reflections of media heroes and conversations of men of
an ages confronting the male mystique. The film will be shown in the Library
Lecture Hall on Thursday, October 18, at 11:00 a.m.and 7:00 p.m.
The second film in the series will be shown on October 25 at.11 :00 a.m. and 7:00
p.m. and is entitled: Nana, Mom and Me. This is ari absorbing portrait of three
generations of women ... the filmmaker, who is considering having her .first .child,
examines the interrelatiqnships between herself, her artist mother and her
· grandmother.
Communication Club
The Communication Club would like to remind all Speech Communications,
Communications Disorders and Theater majors that thereis a Majors meeting,
Tuesday, October 23rd at 11:00 a.m. in the Demonstration Room .. Immediately
following the meeting, the Communications Club will hold nominations for offic.:.
ers and.hoid their own meeting in SU-2. (Approximate time.of meeting-I 1:30): All
interested students are invited to join the Communications Club. We are making all
sorts ofplans for activities for both this semester and nex.t.lfyou would like to join
us: in the planning process and the fun, bring yourself, a friend, and your ideas to the
Communications Club meeting. October 23rd, 11 :30 a.m.

·-

····~•¥••········
REWARD - Ftee trip to
Daytona plus Commission
Money. WANTEO: Organized
group or i.ndividual to, promote the
No: 1 Spring Break··, Trip.. to
Daytona. If you are .interested in
our reward call (414) 78l-0455 or
1-800-453-9074 immediately! Or

write Designers of Travel, N. 48
W. 13334 W. Hampton Ave.,
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051. ·

..................~¥¥,¥•.,.......

PORTRAITS & PORTFOLIOS

... by a prizewinning pro. Pleasing
prices and :io pressure.

Rich Gopen
u

...

.

697-8866

~TUTORING~

Special. Student Rates
French · English - Spanish

ALL LEVELS.

691.•,4923

Airplane Rides: Over the college and
along the coastline. Surprisingly
inexpensive. Call Tony at 697-4846.

For Sale: Kenwood KX 530 cassette
deck with Dolby. Good Condition.
Call 697-3292.

For Sale: Frigidaire, self-defrosting
freezer, 15 cubic feet of space.
$125.00 firm. Call 238-4212 after4:00
p.m.
.

For Sale: A manual Smith-Corona
typewriter. In good ·condition.
$75.00. Call Dorothy at 697-1426 or
leave a message at the Comment
·office.

Room for Rent: Large, double room,
twin beds, two closets, student desk.
Parking available. South Easton. $35
per week. Call 238-4212 after 5:00
p.m.
Help Wanted: Two· males to sand
wooden porch, ceiling and . trim.
·sal~ry negotiable ... Transpo~ation
can be arranged if none avallable.
Please contact Dwight Cook at 6971239 ..
For Sale: RCA Portable,.·Black and
Whtte T.V., 2years old;·perfect con-'
dition. $40. Ask for Debi in Pope
Hall Room 138.
For Sale: Buick Skylark, 197-7 4
door, 6 'cyl. Air. Cond. AM/FM.
Tinted windows. Power steering and
brakes. Real clean car. Call 479. 3935. Day or night.
For Sale: 1975 lFR PiperPA28:-l40
King Radios, 2950 Pi, 950SMOH
NDH; New wingtips. Fresh annual
. perfect 4place a~rcraftfor$13,9QO,or
.b.o. Call Dave. Madden 326-4614. ·
('$I 000 commission offered).
Beds: One % bed, complete, 48"x74"."
Good condition, $35. Also complete
set of bunk beds, stack or seperate.
$45 .·Contact Prof. Sterrett L-233.

Volunteers Needed: To assist in various volunteer programs at the Massachusetts Hospital School, a school
for physically disabled youngsters in
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro
at 828-2440 ext. 399.
Attention Seniors: Senior Portraits
at. or below the price of a studio.
Contact Ed Donahue at The Comment office.
Found:·One ladies watch during the
first week of school in Boyden Hall.
. Come in and see Peg at the Registr~r·s Office between 8: 15 andA:30,
Monday - Frid<l;y.
Wanted: Math Tutor for 3- 4 hours
per week. More hours ·possible.
Tutor must be able to be approved. by
· the Math Department. Need now, so
call ASAP. 769-5349

For Sale: AM-FM Realistic Stereo
w /cassette ai:id 8-tratk, two speakers. $250.00 or B.O. Call Lisa Marie
{)97-9862, Rm IO ·after 7:00 p.m. '
For Sale: 1975 Vw Bus/Camper.
Runs well, many new parts. Must
s~l17$ J000 or best offer. Call Dan at
2387"7365 .
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Above: Letitia Riel as Ruth Sherwood and Michael Hall as
Robert Baker.
Allee Carey and the chorus hard at work.

~

.........~·······················-······································································
Below: M~tthew P. Donoghue as Chick Clark and Barbara
Scott as Eiieen Sherwood.

"Wonderful Town" to be
Presented at BSC
•

The Bridgewater State
College Ensemble Theatre
presents the musical, Wond-

--=-.-d....

erful Town on Thursday, Fri-

.

a-y: and Saturday evenings,
October 25-27, at 8:00 pm in
the Student Union Auditorium of Bridgewater State
College.
Wonderful Town, written
by Joseph Fields and Jerome
Chodorov is the story of two
· sisters, Ruth andEileen Sherwood from Ohio, and their
adventures in the big city,
New York. Dr. Richard
Warye, Professor of Theater
Arts, will .direct the musical
accompanied by his staff of
Alice Cary (Musical Director), Vincent Macrina
(Orchestra Conductor),
Assistant Professor Arthur
L. Dirks (Designer/Technical Director), Michael Norton (Assistant Technical
Director), Dr. Steven M.
Levine (Lighting and Sound

Design), Professor Robert J.
Barnett (Business Manager),
Christine Christiansen (Cho-

are available from the
Theater Business Office,
open Monday through Fri-

reographer), and Judy Par-

day from 9:00 am.-3:00 pm.,

tington (Assistant
Director/Stage Manager).
The following students are
playing the lead roles in the
musical: Patrick James
Mccarron {Appopolous),
Kathryn E. Stallard (Helen
Wade), Richard Putney
(Wreck), Paul K.. Egersheim
(Speedy Valenti), Barbara
Scott (Eileen Sherwood),
Letitia Riel (Ruth Sherwood), Michael Hall (Robert
Baker), Dottie Scammon
(Mrs. Ella Wade), Eric Pegnam (Frank Lippincott),
Matthew Peter Donahue
(Chick Clark); Mark A.
Pimenta (Officer Lenigan),
Steven Copeland (Guide),
Kayleen Harrison (Violet), E.
Edward Miller (Fletcher),
and Shari Waite (Kid).
Wonderful Town tickets

in the lobby of the Student •
Union Auditorium. The prices are $3.50 for those with a
BSC ID, and $5.00 for. the
general public. ·p or reservations and informa.tion , call
697-1321.
A Dinner Theater Party. •
will preview the musical
hosted by the Bridgewater
State College Alumni Association. The evening begins in
the Student Union Ballroom
with a cash bar cocktail hour
at 5:00 pm. followed by a
roast beef buffet at 6:00 pm.
The curtain goes up at 8:00
pm. Tickets for the dinner are
$I 2.50 each and are available
from the Alumni Office, open
Monday through Friday
from 8:00 am. to 4:00 pm .., in
, the Student Union Building.
For reservations and information, call 697-1..2_87.

More.T.V.
Trivia

.

: . . . . . . . . .' · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cine:.ma1.

*

1 2

3 4 5

588-1891 OR 588-1892

$2.00 ALL TIMES EXCEPT

THE RAZORS EDGE . THE
EVES. ADULTS $3.00¥ · 61
7:00 9:25
!!l
PLUS 1:00 3:20 SAT~ & SUN.

Here's this week's sampling of
Kids: On· Lassie, this runaway
TV trivia questions from each of orphan boy was found by the
the seven TV programming collie·hero in 1957, and became
categories contained in TV a regular character.
Guide's TV Game:
Other TV: This late-night
Drama: Michael Conrad host walked off his show·in 1960
made these five words famous in · over the right to tell a joke.
·
his role as Sergeant Esterhaus .
See page 7· for answers. ·
. .To determine your TV Trivia ,
on Hill S1reet Blues.
Comedy: Name the school Quotient:
:.4 ·
where Miss Brooks taught in. 6-7 . Correct ... Amazing, 4Our
Miss Brooks.
5 ... 0utstanding, 2-3 ... Middling,
Movies: This young beauty · 0-1. .. Disappointfog.
was a 14-year-old pinball wizard
More TV trivia questions will
appear next week.
\
in. I 979's 4'Tilt."
News: Why did Tom Bro.kaw
~11 Questions in TV Guide's I
. balk at the chance to anchor TV Game were prepared and
Today in t 974?
authenticated by the editors of :
Sports:·fo a J972 NFL playoff TV Guide magazine. The board '
game, who, . ¢aught what is game is designed fo.r two to 20
known· as the ·.•immaculate players (ages 10 to adult) and
•
''IQ
,lists for $25. ·
. ·,.;r.eceptro1:2:.1.
.

FEATURES

EVIL THAT
MEN

o·o

[BJ.

1:00 7:25 9':25
PLUS 3:00 Sj\T. & SUN.
BROCKTON EAST CINEMA
ust Shopping Plaza

Brockton, Mass. 02402

GHOSTBUSTERS

1 BUY

1:00 7:00 9:10
F I
PLUS 3:00 SAT. & SUN.1!:.Y

PURPLE RAIN l
1:00 7:15 9:20
[[l I
PLUS 3:00 SAT. & SUN.

I

ONE TICKET

GET ONE

FREE

NOT VALID SATURDAY EVES.
OR FOR SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
EXPIRES 11/21/84
0
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Godlis Paints
It Black
By Steven F. Smalley
Professor of Art

"This ain't no party.
This ain't no disco,
This ain't no fooling around"
(lyrics, Talking Heads)
In viewing the photography
exhibit by David Godlis in the
Anderson Gallery (Art Building, thru November 2), a visual
narrative of both the familiar
and the unfamiliar is strikingly
evident, asking that each of the
fifty-six works, mostly black
and white be carefully combed
for both casual detail and formal properties. The exhibit
Paint It Black: Night Club
Scenes and Punk Rock Portraits delivers both on the grand
and the intimate scale focusing
largely on the punk subculture
that was highly nourished at the
CBGB (country blue ·grass
blues) Night Club, historically, a
punk pantheon. Inspired by the
photographer Brassai (Secret
Paris of the 1930's), Godlis, a
Boston train.ed .photographer,
altered his lifestyle to frequent
CBGB long into the night and
we are reminded, in another
time and in another ·place, of
Toulouse-Lautrec.
New York City has never disappointed the artist who has
sought to walk on Its wilder side
and reminders of other artists
come forth in Godlis work - the
sleek, sometimes threatening
street people of the painter
Richard Lindner, the tattered
ferver of Reginald Marsh's
Bowery inhabitants and the
bizarre features of Diane Arbus'
photographs. Yet the appeal in
Godlis' work does not focus

exclusively on the contemporary for there _remain haunting
touches with the past. Godlis'
camera, ever watchful, has managed to "catch" a most gentle
Patti Smith, her delicacy strangely akin to the Edgar Degas
painting Duke and Duchess of
Morbilli (incidentally at the
_Boston Museum of Fine Arts).
It woulp not be reaching far to
liken the portrait of David
Byrne to the Duke of Morbilli.
In looking beyond the simple
image, the often frenetic and
irreverent qualities of the punk
subculture are anesthetized and
other sensitive souls emerge.
Debbie Harry (Blondie) offers
such an image as she, at 30,
stands at the microphone,
amidst the stage rubble at
CBGB while bathed in a light
from above, not without divine
.associations. One is teminded of
Glenn Close in The Natural, the
American heroine of an American Dream (in a few short years
Ms. Harry was to record the
chartbuster, "Call Me").
All the show's strength however does not relate to intimate
portraiture as. the Dead Boys,
Live atCBGB suggest. Even the
casual glance indicates one is
notiappfog toes aroiiley's· fJ'ar
in Houston or at a tea dance at
the Plaza. In some ways, this
photo becomes the fruited tree
from which Godlis, certainly a
gifted recorder of pi.Ink subculture, has artfully selected his
harvest.
AssoCiations with medieval
portraiture come easily when
.viewing many of Godlis' subjects, among them David Byrne,
Tall,dng · Heads, 1982 and · a
group portrait .of.that group.
They appear as poignant pauses

in the often hard-driving staccato of their music. There are
many surprises in the show, particularly in the person of Mick
Jagger as he strolls, jauntily not
challengingly, along a New
York street, looking more the
consumate businessman (save
his devilish shoes) than a
supreme "icon" ofrock and roll.
In some ways, there emerges
with this photo, a smack of
unfettered· paparazzi, an individual more. secure in fame,
more at peace with the establishment - a signal of post punk?
While photos of Richard Hell
and Joey Ramone might chronicle the early origins of the punk
music movement, the subtle
snarl of Billy Idol and, towards
another extreme, the near
"squeaky-clean" countenances
of Bananarama operate well

Degas: Duke and Duchess of Morbllli.

D O 9Tia /ki•ng
H ea d s M a k e
-~~~;f.~~i~~::~:::~:~~~L,_A.
. . ."¥·- Set.i s ll12,
within the
present,
excerpts,
of a kind,
from frozen
MTV.
Quite possibly, a center piece
for the exhibit could be the

seated, engaging figure of
Johnny Rotten, ex-Sex Pistol,
detatched from his more typical
contemptuous posture, a mel-

proo of Rott~n even reveals a
disarming smile. Just a closing
thought - why do manufacturers
of sneakers (I still prefer the
term over "athletic footwear")
focus on runners and roundball
enthusiasts vvhen the punkers
prefer to step on stage and everywhere else wearing them?
So strut, stroll, or slam-dance
to the Anderson Gallery - you
likely will not be disappointed.
Where is Tom Wolfe when we
need him?

. .
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By Audrey Little
Entertainment Editor
Stop Making Sense is the
Talking Heads second live
album; actually a soundtrack to
a concert movie. (As of this writing, I have no idea when the
movie will be in the theaters.)
Also, with the limited edition of
the album comes a booklet with
pictures from this upcoming

film.

·~f ~t

Patti Smith, Blecker St1~ 1976
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· Side One opens with an absolutely excellent version of "Psychokiller", from Talking Heads
77. David Byrne does this version alone, accompanying himself with his guitar and a Linn
drum. I wish I could say that the
rest of this side is as good, but it .
really isn't. The next four songs
are from 1983 's · ·.Speaking In
Tongues. .Unfortunately~ the
· live versions d.on 't really
improve on the studio cuts,
except perhaps for the live
"Slippery People", which on this
album is a lot faster and. more
exciting... The other songs "Swamp", "Burning Down The
House", and "Girlfriend Is Better" - are certainly good tunes, '
but .since the live recordings
don't really improve over the
originals, and since they are only
a little more than a year old,
Talking Heads should probably
either not have included them or
perhaps played these cuts in different styles.
.
Side Two is much more.successful, opening with "Once In
A Lifetime", from Remain In
Light. This is a great. song. to
begin with, and this live versfon
i~ ev~n p~tter. (l,lo,vethe lyrics·to

_... •

this song: " ... you may say to
yourself, 'My God, what have I
done?!?"') Alo;1g with "Psychokiller", this is one of the best cuts
on this album - live, it's exciting
and charged with emotion.
"What A Day That Was" is a
previously unreleased tune, a
danceable cut much in the same
vein as the material from Speaking In Tongues. "Life During
Wartime", from Fear Of Music,
works pretty well live. (Note the
beginning of the Godlis article
for the lyrics.) The album closes
with "Take Me To The River",
from More Songs About Buildings And Food. This live version
is played in a very different style
from the original; it's faster and
has sort of a Motown sound,·
with a heavy beat and backup
singers. David Byrne sings and
yelps at his best here and the live
version is really an improvement
over the original.
I keep . wondering if it was
really necessary for Talking
Heads to put out this album,
especially since they did release
The Name Of This Band Is Talking Heads (a double live album)
only a couple of years ago. Of
course Stop Making Sense is a
must for die· hard Heads fans,
and it really is worth a listen to
hear "Psychokiller", "Once In A
Lifetime",. and "Take Me To
The River''. But if it wasn't a
~ soundtrack for an upcoming
movie, then .'it wouldn't have
really made sense for Talking
Heads to release this album,
· especially since their newer
material. is played in the same
manner as the studio versions. I .
really think. that this album,
.although it is g.ood, could have
.
.
.bee!l.- b~tter. ..
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Fresh from his recent
· Emmy award, Jim Davis's
outrageous Garfield has been
slated to star in his ·first special of the new season in
"Garfield In The Rough" on
the CBS television Network
Friday, October 26 1984
(8:00-8:30 pm., ET).
This new animated special
features the quintessential fat
cat vacationing unhappily in
the wilds with new forest
friends, food rations (alas!)-and a fierce panther on the
loose.
The same winning team
from United Media.Productions that put together last
season's blockbuster -- "Garfield On the Town"--is creating "Garfield In The Rough".
Last season's Emmy winner
also appeared on CBS, drew
an audience of 40 million
viewers and earned a 32 share
of the available audience in
its. time period.
Executive producer Jay
Poyner says of the new network special, "This is Garfield's funniest show yet. It's
sure to delight his millions of
fans and entertain every
member of the family."
The character of Garfield
was created by Jim Davis,
and .his cartoon strip of the
famous feline is distributed
by United Feature Syndicate
and appears in more than
1,800 newspapers worldwide.
Davis is the writer for
"Garfield In The Rough."
Lee Mendelson is producing,
and Phil Roman directing.
United Media Productions
and United Feature Synd.i-

•
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"Garfield In The
Rough" GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
WHY li'O YOO EAi 50 MOCM,
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CLOUDS ARE 50 INTERESTING.
I LOVE TO r:INP 5HAPE.5 IN THEM

THERE'S A CHICKEN CLOUP,

AND A HAM0UR<:1EF\ CLOLJP.
AND A BtCYCLE. CLOOP

WHAT PO YOU THINK OF
MY NEW F'RAMf, &AFmeun

HEAVE.NS! FOR A MOMENT
THE.RE I THOLJGHI IT WAS A
MIRROR

THANK
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Blue Hiiis Train Museum Outreach Visits.

Photo: Ed Donahue ·
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Calendar
of
Events
·-

BERNSTEIN Makes Bridgewater a WONDERFUL TOWN
Bridgewater State College Ensemble Theatre presents the
Tony Award winning musical comedy smash, Wonderful Town,
which will run three nights, (Thurs., Fri., Sat.) October 25-27 at
8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. Tickets are on sale
at the Theatre Box Office, open Monday thru Friday from 9-3.
The admission prices are $3.50 for BSC Community, and $5.00
for the general public. For reservations and information, call
697-1321.

•

ALUMNI HOSTS DINNER-THEATRE
The BSC Alumni Association is hosting its annual dinnertheatre party to be held before the Saturday evening performance (October 27) of Wonderful Town. There will be a cash
bar cocktail hour at 5:00 p.m .• and a roast beef buffet dinner at
6:00 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Ticketsare$12.50 per
person, and are available at the Alumni Office (in the Studen..t
Union Building), open 8-4, Monday thru Friday. For reservations or information, call 697-1287 .

•

NOWAK lecture on Polish Resistance Movement, WW II
The History Department and Graduate School are sponsoring the lecture by Dr. Chester Nowak. The lecture will be held in
Room 304 of the Maxwell Library on Sunday, October 28, at
3:00 p.m., and a reception will follow .

•

GODLISPVNK
The Anderson Art Gallery is sponsoring the exhibit, "Paint it
Black: Night Club Scenes and Punk Rock Portraits" by photographer David Godlis of.New York City. The exhibit began
October 9 and will run thru November 2. The Anderson Gallery
is located in the BSC Art Building and is open Monday thru
Frid>a'Y itom 8-3:30,
,
· · ·

•
LIPSCHUTZ "GONE F!SHIN"'
"Gone Fishin'," an exhibition of paintings by almna Lisa K.
Lipschutz which began0ctober8 and will run thru November 5,
is featured in the Student Union Art Gallery.

•

LIBRARY EXHIBITS
The Maxwell Library of Bridgewater State College presents
the exhibit: the 75th anniversary Prince Ito Hiroburni exhibit;
the I OOth anniversary Eleanor Roosevelt expibit, and the 125th
John Dewey exhibit which are all on display in the lobby. The
"Polish Resistance during World War II" exhibit. arranged by
Dr. Chester Nowak of the History Department, is on display in
the Special Collections room on the. library's third floor. For
more information on hours, call 697-1392.

•

BSC SPORTS SCHEDULE
Varsity football against Plymouth State at 1:00 p.m. on
October 27; Junior Varsity footbalLagainst Coast Guard at 3:00
p.rn. on October 22; Field Hockey against Salem State at 3:30
. p.m. on October 23, and against South Conn. State at 1:00 p.m.
on October 27; Women's Tennis against Salve Regina at 1:30
p.m. on October 27; Men's Soccer against Nichols College ~t
2:00 p.m. on October 28.
'

to do all your routine banking, 24
hours a day.
What's more, each X-Press 24 is
backed by highly trained professionals and the most advanced technology available.
And that explains why so-many
people rely on Something Better.

.If you're one
of more than
600, 000 people
already using X-Press 24 automated
tellers, you know BayBanks has
Something Better.
And now there are more than 550
automated teller machines, including
a new one right here at the
Campus Plaza. So it's even easier

BafBank Norfolk
Member FDIC

Parlez-vous English?
commentary from page 3
bit interested in how we expect
· to "conquer" the Russians,(and
even consider ourselves superior
to them) when we can't even
speak their language, much less .
beat them to the moon?
The job market, which faces
each and every one of us, is
becoming increasingly and
undeniably bilingual. The telephone company will hire you
almost immediately if you speak
a second language, and police
departments almost make it a
requirement. Bilingual ·teachers
are preferred over those who
speak only one language, as are
bilingual social· workers. In
many towns in Massachusetts
and Rhode· Island, you are
almost certain to be hired if you
speak Portugues·e. And (are you
listening,· P.oli Sci majors?) do
not expc;:ct to g~t a job in the
State Department if you are not
at least bilingual.
Admittedly, the study · of a
foreign languag'e is difficult. and

linguistic ability is acquired.only the discipline it offers, then
after:
great deal of time and · more power to you. But if you
effort. Many people contend feel that it is cramming knowlthat it is not possible to learn edge down your throat, then
another language at this age, cit- perhaps you are better off withing studies which have· shown out it. If you wish to take the
that languages are best taught path of least resistance, I wish
early in life. But to that I reply: you Godspeed along the way.
The brain does not stop learning But if you strive for excellence, if
at the age of 18. It is possible,. you wish to change the way you
though perhaps not easy, to look at the world for the better,
acquire a ~econd language even · accept the challenge. See it not
aft~r having reached this grand
as another burden placed upon
old age. 0ne professor here on you, but as a foundation on
campus, in fact, had not e:ven · which to build and make ours a
heard English until he was· better world.
twelve years old; he now speaks
it fluently, as well as four other
languages.
I see this proposal as a challenge to we, the students at BSC.
It is not an easy one, hut who
ever said that life was easy?
~ HELP WANTED
Where is it written that we as
college students, should expect
knowledge to be· handed to us
" with our dt=;grees? If you are willing to accept this ·challeng~.,a.n9
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"We Are the Young Amerlcans 11
It's time to. make our voice
heard
By Chuck Phillips
Contributing Writer
In 1971, the 21st Ammendment to the Constitution of the
United States was passed
extending the right to vote to all
citizens 18 years of age or older.
This· amendment, when passed,
was hailed as a victory for student aged citizens. No longer
would the rights of people in this
age group be abused by "the
establishment" it was thought.
In fact, this hasn't happened.
The rights of students continues
to be abused and ignored by our
government: The reason for this
is simple; students do not vote!
Since the 21st A~endment
was passed, only about 25% of
student-aged citizens have voted
in presidential elections. And
the number is even lower in state
and local elections. Politicians,
when making decisions, must
take into consideration how
their constituents feel, if they
wish to retain their offices.
However, since only a small
number of students vote, their
feelings are not considered an
important factor in the decisiortmaking process. Their opinions
are seldom, if ever, taken into
consideration.
.. .

Jl1~.~~id.ence that the rights

tic and emotional reaction, not a
viable solution to the national
drinking problem.
Another example of how students rights are abused is continual cuts and restrictions placed
on financial aid. Over the past
four years, the availability of
financial aid to higher education
has been substancially reduced.
The long-term ramifications of
this could be overwhelming. It is
now harder for lower and middle income people to attend college. In the changing economic
environment in which we exist,
education is becoming progressively more important. Cutting
the _availability of money for
higher education will, in the
long run, make the gap between
the rich and poor wider and
more difficult to bridge.
The most blatant abuse of the
rights of younger people however, has to be the requirement
for draft registration. This is
comparable to having manditory registration for slavery.
Draft registration is only one
·step away from the draft. If the
draft is implemented, young
men could be forced to partici-

Clam Chowder
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Chicken Pieces
French Fries
Sliced Carrots

Clam Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast
Jardin ere
Fried Cod Tails
Mashed Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Sliced Beets

Cream/ Mushroom Soup
BLT Sandwich
Sloppy Joe on a Bun
Italian Green Beans

Cream/ Mushroom Soup
Breaded Veal Steak w/
Brown Sauce
Spaghetti w/ Meatballs
Oven Brown Potaotes
Peas
Corn

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

Corn Chowder
Sheppard's Pie
w/gravy
Fishsticks on a Bun
Baked beans
Spinach

Corn Chowder
Baked Chicken
V<llb Hamburger w/Bacon
Rice Pilaff
Cauliflower w/Pimentos
French Cut Green Beans

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chile Con Carne
Fried. Rice
Mixed Vegetables

Tomato Soup
Manicotti
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

Clam Chowder
Tuna Melt
Open Face Hot Roast Beef
Sand'Yich w/gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter
Clams
Shrimp
Onion Rin~s
Cheese Pizza
Green Beans
Carrots

Thurdsay
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

Friday

Attorney

DONALD HADGE

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold ~ereal
Fresh· Fruit
c;heese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

.Saturday . Brunch

TIME:
Every Tues. & Thurs.
3 - 7 p.m.

PLACE:
S.G.A. Office
or

Council Chambers

Free to All
B.S.C. Students

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
.Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/ jelly

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on Bun
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Waxed Beans
Potato Gems

Beef Noodle Soup
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potatos
· Zuchini in tpma:tos
Peas

Chicken Noodle Soup
Meatball Sub
Hot Turkey (Open Faced)
Sandwich w /gravy
Whipped Potato
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Ra.violi
Chicken Cutlet w/
Supreme Sauce
Parsley Boiled Potato
Corn
Green Beans

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles·
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butterI jelly

,For ltd$. week~s f)rpn.ch,.,s~hedule ple.ase- see page

·....1·2.

-

.
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The

s.u.
PHOTO-LAB

OPEN!
WHERE IS IT?
Beside the bookstore,
near The ·Comment

WHEN IS IT OPEN?
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 3PM-6PM
Tues. & Thurs. 6PM-9PM

HOW MUCH DOES
IT COST?
Nothing!! That's rightits, free!! ......... T AKE
P.S. We also instruct
basics · of ·"d·a,rk·F<A-..,..~
procedure, or brush you
up on rusty skills!!

Monaay
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/ jelly

9

ADV ANT AGE OF IT.
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of

ill lllrllitrs~t~afe being· abused is
overwhelming. The ·most
obvious abuse now .(although
far from the most important) is
that of the drinking age. The
federal government has imposed
a national drinking age of 21 to
try to deal with rising alcohol
abuse in this country. By doing
this, they are using 18-21 year
olds as scapegoats fora problem
which permiates .all of society,
not just people in that one age
group. But, because these people don~t vote it is .easy to place
the blame on them. Granted,
alcohol abuse is statistically
higher among members of this
age group, but raising the drinking age will probably do little or
nothing to change the overall
statistics on alcohol abuse. Raising the drinking age is a simplis-

pate in military operations
which they may be morally
opposed too. And what is keeping the draft from being implemented? The frightening answer
is: nothing. The law under which
draft registration is provided for
places the sole authority to draft
in the hands of the president.
And although the draft may be
m;1popular among those people
it directly affects, why should
that matter to the president?
Those people don't vote. However, older, more conservative
people who are more likely to
vote are more likely to be in support of the draft. After all, they
won't be drafted.
Young Americans have an
important decision facing them
in 1984·. It is not simply a choice
between candidates. It is a choice of whether we, as yourig
Americans, want politicians to
take our concerns into consideration· when making decisions.
Or do we want them to continue
to ignore and abuse our rights as
citizens with the same basic
rights as all other citizens,
regardless of age?
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DOWN and SEE
WH_AT

DEVELOPS!!

Dr. Chester
Nowak to
present lecture
on the Polish
Resistance
Movement

Bridgewater State College - The Bridgewater State College
Graduate School and History Department present the lecture,
"The Polish Resistance Movement in the Second World War"
by Dr. Chester Nowak on Sunday, October 28, at 3:00 p.m. in
the Maxwell Library of Bridgewater State College.
The lecture is being held in conjunction with Dr. ·chester
Nowak's exhibit on the Polish Resistance Movement and the
Warsaw Uprising of 1944 in the Special Collections Room of the
Maxwell· Library.
,
Dr. Chester Nowak, Professor of History at Bridgewater
State College was born in Poland and educated there and in
Germany, Italy, Canada and the United States. During the
Second World War, Dr; Nowak participated in the Polish Resistance within the ranks of the scouting movement (Szare
szeregi). He was also a member of the polish home army (armia
krajowa) during the Warsaw Uprising of 1944.
The lecture will be held in Room 304 of the Maxwell Library,
Shaw Road, Bridge\\'.ater. A reception sponsoredby, the Max..
well Library will follow the lecture. Adrnission\sfree .. Forinore
information, call" 691~2032;
·
·
·-,

·~

-·
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Bridge"W'"ater State College

Students

Win Big
(from p.1)
seven-day notice. So in the very
least you have to give them a
seven-day notice. To carry it one
step further, if the student
doesn't get out in those seven
days, the school still doesn't
have a right to force them out(Housing) would really have to
start the eviction proceedings in
the District court. But that issue
has been raised right now. The
very basic issue that has been
been raised is if someone is
going to be evicted, you really
want to give them a seven-day
notice. That is what the law
requires; actually the law
requires more. The law may
have recognised to an extent
that the type of tenancy at ad ormitory isn't meant to be on a
permanant basis, even though
you come back year to year. It is
not intended to be a very long
term type of a set-up, even
though eight months isn't short.
The basic issue is: are the stu-

your opportunity to visit the campus of

Bridgewater -State College
FRIENDS AND PARENTS WEEKEND - FALLFEST '84
We hope that you will make plans today to join us for all, or part of, Fallfest '84. The weekend has been designed to
involve parents, other family members, and friends of the College in the ongoing life of lhis campus.

Friday, October 26th
·
Start the day with a cup of coffee with the Vice-President of Student Services at his office in Boyden Hall (9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.). We'll ·have a complete schedule for you, as well as tickets, maps, and whatever you need to begin to feel right
at home.
From there you'll have a full range of activities from which to choose. We know that you will want to attend classes
with your son or daughter. Please check with them in advance so you'll know ·exactly where to go - and at what time.
One thought, we do want you to meet our faculty, but we do not see this as a time for personal conferences unless an
appointment has been made by your son/ daughter in advance.

dents tenants, and if they are
When you are not in class, you are free to do what the students do! We hope you will visit the art galleries, try out a
tenants, what rights do they
computer, watch the teams practice, visit the Libra. ry, sit in on a special Parents' Weekend Program presented by the
have?"
Freshman Center Staff or the Office of Career Planning, attend a concert, or enjoy the number of activities being
Much has been made about
presented by our students.
the fact that the onlvreason that
this case had bee~ brought to
Lunch will be held in the dining room at Tillinghast Hall ($3.00 for persons without student meal tickets to be paid at the
court was was solely for Steve11
d9or),.The even'n ~tarts with a VIP Dinner which will include plentiful refreshments ... for the heartiest appetites ... and
DiClemente~t·w~ a,n;~V9~1t~1!n~~I·l~~~vJ:~~9~0 ;~~1~~;~
·
·1':lmators., .and ~~1l;r parents) in a real party atmospher~. Make
get .. a friend off the hook'". Says
Hadge about the whole issue:
"Oh, I think the DiClernente
Those who are young and energetic may attend the Halloween Party being sponsored by the Student Union Program
case was the straw that broke the
Committee, or the Ensemble Theatre performance of the musical co~edy .. Wonderful Town." Have your son or
camel's back. This whole issue
daughter pick up tickets for either of these events in advan7e at the Student Union.
didn't arise soley for him. His
For those remaining in the Bridgewater area overnight, rooms have been reserved for the convenience of our families
case was the case that presented
at
the Carlton House Motor Inn at the intersection of Routes 24 and 123 in Brockton (about six miles' drive from the
the opportunity to bring the·
campus).
Mention that you are attending Parents' Weekend at Bridgewater when you call to confirm your reservation
issue to a head ... I have had a
. (617-588-3333).
number of students with very
similiar situation come to meand each of their cases deserved
the same attention. I think that
the fact was that they were so
busy with school and were busy
You will be the guest of President Rondilea·u at a Continental Breakfast to be held in the Student Union Building at
making arrangements to deal
9:30 a.m. Following his report on the College, you will have the opportunity to ask questions and th~n ~pend the morning
wfth being thrown out at the
at our all-college Open Howw sponsored by the academic depar~ments and special services staff. (For those joining us on
time; they just bore with it. It
Saturday, schedules and tickets may be picked up at this time: or at the Dinner-Theatre P8:rty).
was something that they
Pack a picnic lunch, or puH out the grill, and tailgate at Swenson Fi'eld - or plan on the Fallfest '84 Brunch at Tillinghast
shoµldn't have had to do ... but
Hall. (Again the charge will be $3.00 at the door for those without student ·meal tickets). The afternoon features our
they did. There is no doubt that
athletes; the Football Team takes on a powerful Plymouth State squad, the "Lady Bears"face Salve Regina in tennis, and
the DiClem.ente case (was not )
the 1983 defending Division III ECAC Champions face Southern Connecticut in field hockey.
the (sole) reason why it was
At 5:00 p.m. the Alumni Association will host a .cash bar Cocktail Hour in th_e Student Union to be followed by a
brought up-it was just the final
sumptuous Roast Beef Buffet at 6:00 p.m. The curtain will rise at 8:00 p.m. on the Ensemble Theatre student production
straw." ,
of''Wonderful Town," with music by Leonard Bernstein and a cast to rival the original which intluded Rosalind Russell,
"Double Jeopardy", or being
Edith Adams, and George Gaynes. Reservations are a must! Dinner and theatre for $12.50 per person ($11.50 with
tried for the same crime twice,
stude.nt meal ticket); a bargain and a treat! Tables of eight may be reserved by enclosing-the names in your party with the
was also a problem that was
Reservation Form.
·
brought up during the DiCle- ·
mente trial. " .. .it doesn't attach
at that point...the bottom line is
that the system is. talking in
terms of basic fairness ... as long
it's only the student that has
the right to the second hearing,
there is no ••double jeopardy" in
and that both sides are working
my opinion. If in fact that the not guilty), that they can over presented the case and evi9.ence.
toward a solution, there appears
student was found to be not turn the lower J. Board's 1eci- "In my opinion," said Siwik,
to be no definite date on which
responsible in the J. Board hear- sion; that there is languaugc in .. the students were the most prothese differences shall be solved. SSAM, the facilities available,
ing (and) if the Administration- the Student Handbook that fessional, the most adult (acting)
and to have monies available to
i Housing was to give him a gives the Housing Authority the on any campus that I've seen so Both sides of the issue conceed workat a more efficient level for
to the fact that "progress is prosecond hearing, ·I would thjnk right to what they call "Accept, far; they are to be particularly
gressive", out ex~ctly when pro- the students.
that that was "double jeopardy". Reject or Modify". (This) commended on that." Cahill
"We're a proven organizagress is complete is quite up in
Because he or she· is the one would ... change it or reject it in added that the students case was
tion,"
said Executive Director
the air at this point. Stay tuned
being accused, and if the process any way-because -they've said " ... well presented and (argued)
Michael Ferrigno, "and this
to
The
Comment
for
more
inforclears in the first time, and (one) to say that it was a fair proce- persuasively during the meeting.
money will be used to fight and
mation on the policy changes.
The vote of the Board reflected
is putting them through again dure that that decision should
advocate
low costs, high quality
the correctness of the case."
for a second time-that is "dou- stand."
education."
·
ble jeopardy. ·
The fact that struck most peo- Siwik concludes with the fact
TYPING
The
Comment
wishes
you to
that although there is " ... pro''The one negative thing about ple that attended. the meeting
take
the
tinit:;
.·and
vote
yes
on
the appeals process in the stu- was the comportment of the stu- gress in (the direction of policy
this
referendum
question.
Reasonable Rates
dents situation is, the way that I dents. Both Chairperson Walter changes), but at this point there
S.SAM has worked. in the past
Will pick-up.& Deliver
is no cal and er date set." understand it now, if the Appel- Siwik and Dr. Cahill were
.: ,. J · •• «947.·_ 6961 •" r;:i··
q~ ,}'.qur,. pe~~If.! .~fl?; ~ill; <?On,.
While there.is agreement that
late Board· dtJes-find for the stu- deeply impressed by the adult
tmue
to work harder ih the
policy
is
in
need
of
clarification,
dent (that he is either guilty or manner in which the students
foture.

S atuiday, October 27th

as

For more information and Registration Forms, please contact
Dean Martha Jones.at 697-1200 ext. t276!'

SSAM from p. 1

Friday, October 19, 1984

Wolfe visits B.S.C. (article from
page 1)
We began by talking about
who were the best writers working today. "Well now, let me
see,~· he said with a slight grin. I
almost expected him to say himself. "The obvious answer would
be Dostoyevsky. He's tops.,..._ I
think, on every level. But there is
a young writer I know that we
will be hearing a great deal from
named Richard Price, who's
written four novels so far. He's
about thirty-three, and his first
novel was about growing up in a
co-op city in the Bronx; being
part of youth gangs and so on.
His fourth novel. called The
Breaks, just came out last year.
He is very funny and posses a
great narrative drive and he is
unique. I also think that it would
be .very interesting to see Ken
Kesey's new book, assuming
that it comes out next year.
Kesey has been working on a
novel a bout Alaska and one of
his Alaska stories appeared in a
recent fiction issue of Esquire.
So there is three that I like very
much."
As far as the writers, both past
and present that have influenced
his writing style and that have
inspired him to write, Wolfe
said, "For inspiration? As much .
as anyone else, pro.bably James
T. Farrell. And I find that I am
not done in that. You don't hear
his named mentioned that much
anymore. Of course, he wrote
Studs Lonigan, and several
other books about growing up
in Chicago. I find a lot of writers
were much influenced by that
book particularly. Also Stein-

in which there was much talk
about egalitarianism, which
never really existed (but people
like to talk about it from time to'
time like they did in the sixties
and early seventies), people
seem to drop all pretenses and
young adults, and even children,
seem to luxuriate in class and
social distinctions of various
sorts. For example, in the
South, where I grew up, I never
heard the word "redneck" mentioned. The first time I ever saw
the word was in a book by
Faulkner. I had never heard it,
and no one in my family had
ever said it. But today in the
South, there is hardly a child
over the age of three who doesn't
know about "rednecks," "grits,"
and ."preppies." All those things
are really class words; or words
that have to do with a social
class."
In the February 1980 issue of
Harper's magazine, Wolfe once
said ofthe independant woman
"that it's of no use being ten minutes ahead of the times." I asked
him if that still held true today in
1984.
"I'm afraid that is probably
always going to be true," he said
with a sigh. "I found that out for
myself in journalism. Except for
. the personal satisfaction you
might get, it is of no use to tell
people a year ahead of time
about something that was going
to be extremely important
because they wouldn't
remem her and they wouldn't
care anyway. They just wouldn't
pay any attention, and that's the

fate of propht:ts, and it always
be~k~who ladmiredvery much
•nm1.·1itN~-g~;111,·\'"'~eall'&s'·. :and has been. You can't make your
Faulkner-I don't know if he prophecy too early, and you
can't be too far ahead of events."
influenced me very much, but I
remember I thought I had discoTom Wolfe, being the person
vered Faulkner. It's nice to think that he is, has been caped many
you have discovered someone different things and has been
without being told they are a described .in many different
great writer. I read this. paper- ways. Mother Jones magazine
back book by him called The once said of him that he was the
Old Man, a novella about a con- "dazzling, cream-col.ored lumivict. who's been in jail for thirty nary of New Journalism." I
years and he suddenly finds him- asked him if that was an accuself free right in the middle of a rate discription of himself.
Well, there's not mu.ch that is
flood, and he decides to fight to
get himself back into jail. It's a accurate in Mother Jones," he
marvelous book. But as far as laughs. "Actually what you just
influence on my style, there is a said comes closer to th~ truth.
group of early Soviet writers I've been a little wary of calling
from the twenties, all of whom myself the 'father of New Jourwere soon liquidated, called the· nalism' because I've seen that
Brothers Sarapian, who really any movement or trend that has
had quite an influence on me. I the word 'new' in front of it is
had also stumbled uponthem in soon consigned to. oblivion.
the stacks of a library once, but Think of the 'New Frontier,'
writers like Boris Pilniak who remember that? The 'New
wrote a book called The Naked Society,' does anyone remeYear, Yevgeny Zamyatin who meber that? The 'New Conserwrote the novel We on which vatism,' that was about six
1984 is based, helped to form my · conservatisms ago. Even the
style. And they were writers who 'Art Nouveau' has become an
wrote about the Russian revolu- old relic. But I don't mind befog
tion. of 1917, but with literary described as being 'dazzling and
·
devices that had been pioneered cream-colored."
I told Mr. Wolfe that one of
by the French Symbolice~ and
this idea about writing about my first impressions of him after
real events in a very stylish way reading some of his works was
th~t. }\~...seemed to be a clean-cut,
always stuck in my mind."
Tom W olfo is the man accre- right-winged Hun~er S. Thompdited· with labeling the seventies son. He obviously enjoyed my
as the "Me Decade." How does comparison, because he burst
out laughing. "Actually, that's
he define the 1980's?
"I was wise enough to wait the way I think of tbe real Hun~
until 1976 to name the seventies ter Thompson; a clean-cut.
the 'Me Decade', but you appeal right-winged version of Tom
to my vanity by asking that Wolfe. But anyone who can run
question. It may be conceivable for sheriff in Aspen, Colorado,
to call it the 'Purple Decade;' must have a touch of the 'rightpurple as in royal purple, in the wing'! I don't object, I hear the·
sense of a headlong pursuit of. term 'right-wing' applied tome a
social status. I see a·lot of that, a lot and I. generally take it as· a
revival of status striving among compliment. I figure if it is used
by, *'riters· a;ndjourp.alists ip1suyoung people. After· the sixtie5·
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ally means they consider you
something of a heretic or a maverick, otherwise they wouldn't
call you 'right-wing'. That
doesn't particularly bother me,
it's better than being called the
opposite."
·
In the past, many critics have
considered Tom Wolfe a sort of
"cultural authority". He told me
some of the fads, trends, and
crazes he saw existing today,
and ones that are on the
horizon. "There are cetair.
things that are going on that'll
just get bigger and bigger, it
seems to me, even if they are not
covered that much. One is this
whole new religious movement 1
which by no means has run it's
course. People today .demonstrate the ability to turn anything into a religion:·
weightlifting, running, etc ... I
mean a real religion. There are
weightlifters who, if you talk to
them long enough, will start to
. tell you about the 'white
moment', and you say 'What's
. that?' It turns out they can't describe it, it's mystical and it's
metaphysical.
"I think in a more serious
vein, there will be a return to
hard ethnic lines in a way that
could be very tricky, and very
unpleasent too. Particularly as
this country changes, and it is
changing rapidly, if you consider the increase in the size of
the Latin population in the United States over the last fifty
years."
Taking this into consideration, l inquired as to who he
would like to see in the White
House in 1985: "I'd be very
happy to see Reagan stay in
office. I don't see any new ideas
at all coming from the Mondale
camp, much less any useful ·
ideas. I think the 'New Deal' is
kind of being rehashed. So far,
I've been a reasonable good
barometer; I voted for Jimmy
Carter in 1976, I voted for Rea"'.'
gan in 1980. And as I recall, so
did the majority of my fellow
countrymen. Maybe that makes
me a mainstream figure.,,·
Maybe and maybe not. But
one thing is clear. and that is
that Tom Wolfe is one of the
most successful writers of the
twentieth century. He is a well- .
rounded individual and a master
of the Liberal arts. As he said in
his lecture, "If you can control
these· arts, you have nothing to
·fear."
·
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BACKROADS
(The Tilly Alternative)
FREE COFFEE!
With $2.50 minimum order & BSC I.D./thru Oct. 31

Creh
4-'es

Quiche
Sandwiches - Soups

Now Open at Night Too!
Also Featuring

SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH
LUNCH • 11 AM - 3 PM

DINNER • .5 PM. - 9 PM

Rondileau, Leung,
Sethares, and
Dillman return from
China (from p. 1)
and so on. It's also the experience of an ac:ual cu.\tureal

excavations, Datong and
Taiyuan, the regional capital of
Shanxi Provence where they

exc~ang~. ~ e did attain our
basic objectives and also bec~mlt.,.,~~.·~H~t~·~e.&illldzo:, Jil@8i••alise
part of .a . larger effort being Governqr at a banquet in their

made by the country to explore
~ther cultures and their educat1onal systems,.
"We. had the opportunity to
talk with the government and
educ~tion o~ficials at every level.
They made it clear why they are
anxious t~ devl~lope clo.ser Ji~kages which will ~~nef1t then
country and ~he U?1ted ~tates.
From our d1scuss1ons, it was
very evident that an exchange of
st~dents and faculty .between
Bridgewater and Shanxi College
had the st.rong endorsemen~s of
the ve~y h1g?est.~evels of govern..
ment m c.hma. . .
In addt1on :o v1s1ts .to BeJmg
(forme~ly Peking~ capital
the
Peoples ~epubhc. of Chma),
and t~e city of .Lmfen, where
Shanxi College is located, the
delegation als() visited Xia~, the
site of numerous arch~ologiacl

or

HUGE SELECTION OF
NEW AND OLD COMICS

FRIENDLY
KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE
IN-STORE
SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFO

583'~2404

NEW ENGLAlTil
COLLECTABLES
..

LVC...

OPEN

SEVEN

DAYS
"The South Shore's
Best Comic Shop

224 Main St, Brockton Near Belmont Street • In front of "Bat'; t~minal.
'

', v;

m!Uliio'iii

honor.
·
"When we would go into a
village," Rondileau said with a
quiet smile, "The whole village
would turn out. We became
both a curiousity an<l in a small '·Z,,way celebraties."
.. 'China, "said Dr. Dillman, '"is .
an immense country, both in
terms of population and in sheer
area. One senses also the enormous drive of the people to
move as quickly as possible to
make social, intellectual and
tecI?noJogical progress. The
Chinese people have an enornmous appetite for hand wock.
They take their tasks very
seriously.,,
As a return visit from Shanxi
College, President Tao Ben Yi
and members of his staff are
expected · s 0 me ti m e i n
November.

COMICS!

CAIL

11

~

,
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Friday, October 19, 1984

Freshman
Center
Workshops

(L-R) Carl Dietz, Lisa Kenney, and Chip Lindberg have recently been appointed as
operation managers of the transit service: The BSC Transit Service, which has
increased its ridership by 30% over the last year as is now transporting over 7000
passangers per week.

AllBfFION
UPCOMING EVENTS
u_esday, October 23rd, 11: 00-12: 00, Horace Mann Audi tori um,
Boyden Ha 11 MAJORS MEET! NG

Wednesday, November 7th, PRE-REGISTRATION, Make-up Room:
Seniors and Juniors register from 9:00 to 12:00
Sophomores and Freshmen register from 1 : 00 to 4: 00

November 15, 16, 19 and 20 ALL-COLLEGE REGISTRATION

Time Management - Wednesday, qctober24, 1984at2p.m. in
Room L104.
This workshop is designed to help you learn:
.
·
• How to manage and use your time more effeciently and
effectively.
•How to plan a balanced schedule that works for you.
• How time management can improve your academic
perforrnance.
.
.
Decision Making - Thursday, October 25, 1984 at 11 :00 a.m. m
Room Ll04.
This workshop is designed. to help you learn:
• How to have more control over decisions.
• Which skills increase "the possibility of achieving what you
want.
Question - Answer - Thursday, October 25; 1984 at 11:00
a.m. in Room LIO!.
This workshop will focus on questions you may have about:
• Changing Majors
• Class Standing/ Graduation Requirements
• GER s/Degree Credits
• Grading - how it is computed
• Non-credit Courses
• Pre-Registration
• Resources Available
Study Skills - Tuesday, October 30, 1984 at 11 :00 a.m. in
Room Ll04
This workshop will emphasize:
• How to get the most out of your study time
• How to prepare for your classes
• How to make the best of your class time and Professors
• The effect of your study environment on the quality of your
work.
·
·

Note *Freshman, remember your appointment with your advisor in the Freshman Center.

Weekend Brunch
Menu
Saturday Brunch
iJ.ssorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
·Fresh Fruit
Eggs to 0 rder
French Toast
h.ssorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Minestrone Soup
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Steak
French Fries
Peas

Minestrone Soup
Roast Leg of Lamb
Franks & Beans .
I brown bread .
Oven Brown .Potatos
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Beef Noodle Soup
Cold Cut Italian Sub
Chicken Croquettes w/
Supreme Sauce
Home Fries
Sliced Carrots

Beef Noodle Soup
Roast Turkey w/dressing
Stuffed Shells
Ma!lhed Potato
Broccoli
Corn

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
'Fresh Fruit
·
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages
Aseorted Donuts
·cast/butter/jelly

To master your career in business, see
The Specialist: Bentley Graduate School.
--·~

Organizations in todays complex business world
need both competent general· manager~ and
~killed specialists with expertise in specific business functions. That's why Bentley College offers
students a. choice of five different graduate business programs.
You can select from four· specialized master of
science .programs,
accountancy, cbmpu.ter
information systems,· finance or taxation, to complement vou undergraduate degree in liberal
arts, science, or business. Or choose our unique
MBA program that, unlike. most other MBAs,· is
tied into our specialized programs, allowing
you six areas of co.ncentration plus interaction

in

with fellow students and professors with· specialized perspectives.
Located just nine miles from Boston on Route 128,
Massachusetts' high-technology highway, Bentley
College offers graduate programs that mirror the
rea1-world business environment where general
managers and their more specialized colleagues
work hand-in-hand to achieve success for their
organizations and their ovvn careers.
If· you're looking to be the master of your
business future, see. The Specialist. Send th.is ,
coupon to the Bentley- College Graduate
School or can (617) 89~-2108.

Visit us at the Graduate and Professional School Fair: October 23
College Center - Stonehill College

irn
I

Bentley College
Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254 ·

I

I Yes, I'd like to learn more.. Please send me
I information on the following programs:
I

D MS in Accountancy
D MS in Taxation
I D MS in Comput~r
0 MS in Finance
I
Information
Systems
I
I D Master in Business Administration
I·
0 Full-time D Part-time
l I am interested in:
I
study
study
J

Street,....--------,....-------___:__
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __

- College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~,___ _ __
Major-,-----,....------------
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Scholarship for
Sophomores
Bridgewater State Cola public policy issue of
lege has again been asked
their choice to Professor
to submit nominat~·ons for
Pauline Harrington, Truthe Harry S. Truman
man Scholarship Faculty
Scholarships. Bridgewater
Representative, in the Polsophomores interested in
itical Science Department,
a career in government
Rm. 229 Tillinghast Hall,
service at the federal,
by November 14. The
state, or local levels are
deadline for Bridgewater's
invited to apply for a 1985
nominations to the FounTruman Scholarship.
dation is December 1,
Established by Con1984. In April 1985, the
gress in 1975, the Harry S.
Foundation will award
Truman Scholarship'
105 Scholarships nationFoundation operates a
ally.
continuing educationalllliii181mi181_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,

GET IN
THE GAME
It's fourth and goal and you've got the ball. Make.your move to the first team.
The National Security Agency offers you an all-pro career opportunity in the
- following fields:

QUESTIONS ABOUT
scholarship program
designed to provi'de
opportunities for outELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
standing U.S. students
are opportunities in a variety of
with potential leadership
research and development projects
ability to prepare for
ranging from individual equipments to
careers in. government
very complex interactive systems
service.
involving large numbers of microWE CAN HELP
Bridgewater can nomiprocessors. minicomputers and
nate .two students for the
computer graphics. Professional growth
BROCKTON
1985 competition. Last
is enhanced through interaction with
year's nominee was Lisa FAMILY PLANNING highly experienced NSA professionals
Salustri, a Political
and through contacts in the industrial
*Affordable
Science major. The schoand academic worlds. Facilities for
*Confidential
larship award covers eligiengineering analysis and design
*Specialized Physicians
ble expenses up to $5000
automation are among the best
per year for the junior
* Nurse Practioners
available.
year, the senior year, and*Teens Welcome
COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSAyou'll
two years of graduate
discover one of the largest computer
study.
586 - 3800
installations in the world with almost
To be eligible, students
every major vendor of computer
must be full time sopho680 CENTRE ST.
equipment represented. NSA careers
mores working toward or
BROCKTON, MASS. provide mixtures of such disciplines as
planning to pursue a baccalaureate program, have ..._ .......................
a 3.0 average and be a U.S.
citizen or u.s. national
$EASY MONEY!$
heading toward a career in
I will pay $25 for your phone
government.
book. Call: Lee Ramsey,
Interested students
collect at (615) 577-7237
"IWitrlBlll'~~,~~~~~~~~:~'::~f. i '" .
after 6 p.m.

BIRTH CONTROL?
PRE;GNANCY
TESTING?

career plans, a list of past
public service activities or
other leadership positions,
a current transcript, and a
6DO-word essay discussing

systems analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security,· and
graphics.

language(s) and can plan on many
years of continued professional
growth.
~::--

MATHEMATICS You'll work on
diverse agency problems applying a
variety of mathematical disciplines.
Specific assignments might include
solving communications-related
problems, performing long-range
mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications
security.

truly competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical,
recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSA's
convenient suburban location.

LINGUISTS NSA offers a wide range of
challenging assignments for Slavic,
Near Eastern and Asian language
majors involving translation, transcription
and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on receiving
advanced training in their primary

To find out more about NSA career
opportunities, schedule an interview
through your college placement office.
For additional information on the
National Security Agency, write to
National Security Agency, Attn: M322, ·
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.

THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers

a salary and benefit program that's

Is it true you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S.
Government? Get the facts
today!

Call

1-312-742-1142

Ext. 5932-A

Cash for College Available
$16.5 million unclaimed. Send$1.00
(refundable) · results guaranteed:
S.D.R., 49-10 De>wning St.,
Fallriver, Mass. 02723.

NEED CASH? Earn $500 each school
year, 24 {flexible) hours per week
placing and filling posters on ca.mpus.
Serious workers only; we give.
recommendations. Call now for .summer

& next fall. 1-800-243-6679.

'

On Campus Recruiting Date:
Oct. 23, 1984

Good News For
Handicapped Students

Photo: Ed Donahue

Bridgewater's n_ew on-campus transportation for students .with permanent
physical '!i~~bilities_~. _. __

Due to the continued cooperative efforts of Bridgewater
State College and Brockton
Area Transit the College now
has on-campus transportation
for students,, with P"=rmanent
physical disabilities. This van
will be operated by the Bridge- .
water State College Transit Ser.vice in cooperation with the
Office of Veterans/ Disabled
Student Services.
The van,. formerly operated
by the Athletic Department, was
renovated and adapted for
wheelchair service during the
latter part of the summer. The
van was painted ~ith college
colors and was equipped with a
hydraulic wheelchair lift thanks
to the staff of Mr. Dick Kelliher
at Baystate Bus~
Th'e van is available to stu·
dents who have permanent
physical disability who are prevented. from boarding the pres·ent shuttle bus and who are
determined in need . by .. Mrs ..

Nancy Clay, Staff Associate of
Disabled Student Services.
Since drivers must be scheduled
for individual trips, significant
advance notice must be given to
Mrs. Clay.
Unfortunately, limited fund~
ing does not allow the Transit
Service to transport those students with temporary disabilities. We do however. encourage•,....
people with these infirmities to
utilize our fixed route bus service on campus. If you have any
quest.ions or difficulties with this
or any other transit ·service,
please call Mr. Carl Dietz at~ ..._.,

697-13 I9.
Special thanks go to Mr. Ray
Le Doux of Brockton Area
Transit, Mr. Dick Kelliher of
Bay State bus, Vice President ·"
David Deep of Student Servi- .......;.ces, Mr. Peter. Hartel, the Dis- , .
abled Students Awareness ~,
Organization, and Mrs. Nancy
Clay, who were all instrumental
in making th~. \l!lll:Jl reality.
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Men's Tennis
Win In Thriller
.By Mike Storey
Staff Writer

BSC Rugby Roars to
Second Place Finish at
URI Tournament
By James Rudeness
Contribwing Writer
The Bridgewater Rugby Club
took second place in U Rl's 5th
Annual RugbyTournamentan~
dominated the Worsest¢r:::,
Rugby Club last Saturday 'to,
bring the club's record to 4-3 at
the halfway mark of season.
At UR I. Br id gew at er
defeated UCONN and RIC,
then lost ta Southern Connecticut to take second place in the
tournament. The Burrill Ave.
7
·• ~boys had all the points in the

tournament. Tim Ball was
unanimously chosen to be the
best player of the day.
Against Worcester, Bridgewater exploded early in the first
half when Charlie Abbene
forg¢d,}li~

w;iythg;ru

qf Q:~~,~~~~r
the iry' "z.o~e,..for
.
points. Niles Berry was next in
the scoring train when he picked
up a knock-forward on the
advantage and trounced over
seven Worcester players for a
try.
Daryll Johnson surprised everyone when after being injured
in the first half and staying in the
game with calcium deposits

in

his right knee, ran 55 yards
untouched for an unassisted try.
Peter Schondek, Sprout
McCorris, and Sid DeSantis
were voted unanimously to be
the most valuable players in the
. ~n:ie .. All three men scored trys,

The ~BSC men's fall tennis
team closed out its season last
Wednesday with a thrilling 5-4
win over Fitchburg State at the
Dr. Henry Rosen courts. The
win gave the Bears a 3-4 record
for the season and a fifth place
finish in the Mass. State College
Conference. The win also was
the second straight for the
Bears, coming off an 8-1 win
over Worcester State the previous Sunday.
Tri-captain Mark Desrochers
went three sets to defeat Dean
Graziano 7-6, 6-7, 7-5 in third

singles. Tri-captain Jim Stor~y
took Kevin Sullivan 6-2, 6-3 m
fourth singles, followed by Gary
Rose, who defeated Fred Martin 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 in fifth singles.
In doubles, the first team of
Doug Ragnow and John Gearin
defeated Sean Kelly and Todd
Whitney 6-1, 7-6. BSC needed a
victory from the second doubles
team of Mark ·Desrochers and
Jim Storey. Desrochers and
Storey fought back from a 5-4
deficit to take the third set 7-5
and the match point for the BSC
victory.
BSC men's tennis will now
break until Spring semester,
when they will compete in a nonconference schedule.

Bears To Host
Water Polo
Tournament
The Bears are hosting the
New England Intercollegiate
Water Polo Association Division III East league tournament
this .lj'(coming·
weekend. I\Action
;:
>y n.;;
I'~~;'.~ ~'f,/:!'"'.,'

Af•;·,Ji{-'>1' ' .'"(.~

>JI' :,

',, ;,. ,.
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the first two goals of the game in
the first period. The Bears led by
a margin of 5-3 at the half. But in
the fourth. period the Cadets
neutralized BSC and then
,•

the game, putting the game out
of reach for Worcester, and capitalizing on every Worcester
mistake.
Nick Molinari again showed
his prowness as the party leader
and many Worcester players
inquired as to where he came
from, as he lead the team to
another party victory.

.

:,~~m~li-*''

resumes· at 9:00 on Sunday and the win.
morning. BSC will play
Jeff Barry, a novice at goalU.R.T.L, Boston College, and keeper, did a creditable job in
Boston University in the tour- the shallow end net, and was
ney, which will be round-robin. excellent in the deep end net for
The BSC Water Polo team the Bears. Seeing action for BSC
played its best game of the sea- were Steve O'Brien, Steve
son last weekend but ran out of Quimby, Ken Bernard, Pete
gas in the fourth period as they ' Berthiaunme, Lydia Joyce, Jim
lost to .Jhe Coast Guard Jolly, Carol Pakiela, Kevin
Academy by a score of 8-5.
Nickerson, Fran Kiely, Darren
Captain Bob Stanley scored
Dumas, and ·oreg Cook.

SPONSORED BY... THE STUDENT UNION PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Annual

Bears Business (can't
from p. 16)

PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST !
Tues. Octoper 30 at 11:00
in the

STUDENT UNION FOYER
.PRIZES AWARDED FOR:

SCARIEST
MOST CREATIVE
FUNNIEST

FREE
PUMPKIN!

CONTESTANTS CHOSEN ON .A
FIRST COME-FIRST-SERVE
BASIS

clinched it with a 6-3, 6-J deci- · of finish. Prizes will be given to
sion in doubles. The ladies travel the top three teams.
to Westfield State next before
SIDELINES: Both the men's
journeying to Springfield for the and women's basketball teams
Division 3 New England have begun practice for the
Tourney.
upcoming season, both 'look
The Battle of the. BSC Stars stronger talent-wise than last
begin~ this Friday afternoon at
year's squads ... Happy Birthday
3:30 pm. This contest lasts over to Mary Lou Thimas ... when
four Friday afternoons where asked her age, M.L. responded,
.teams will compete in the popu- "Jack Benny and I were born the
lar Siamese Soccer, Huddle Up, same year." ... there will be a
Inner Tube Races, Inner Tube team meeting for all interested
Waterpolo, ~nd a Tug of War.
men's wrestling candidates in
Points will be given to each team
the Kelly Gym next Wednesday,
entered according to their place
October 24, in G 120 at 4: I5pm.

"''''
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By Jack Murray
I hope everybody enjoyed Hop;iecomingweekend, too bad the
weather could not have been better.
Well it's been two weeks since you've heard from me, God
knows how you've made it all this. time. Now that you've
stopped choking, let's get down to the matter at hand. I don't
know how they're doing it, but the Cardiac Kids (a.k.a. New
England Patriots) pulled off their second and third come-frombehind-victories in a row with victories over Cleveland (17-16)
and Cincinnati (20-14). This has boosted the Patriots record to
5-2. However let's not be too hasty in planning our ticket
reservations for the Super Bowl just yet. Remember that Cleveland and Cincinnati have combined records of 2-12. Not what I
call an impressive stat. However, a win. no matter how you look
at it is a win. Plus, the Patroits team this year has a certain charm
to it that this area hasn't seeri in the Pats since 1975'. You got to
love the way they fight back. This team has guts. It is something
you must give them, and no one personifies this team, this spirit
more than Tony Eason. You can't help ·but love him. He was
able to score his first CONSCIOUS NFL touchdown against
Cincinnati. Unfortunately, our boys in red, white, and blue have
their work cut out for them as they face the most terrifying force
to come down the pike since Darth Vader - the Miami Dolphins. The key to a Patriots victory lies in their defense. The
defense must prevail if a victory is to be found. The offense must
also strike early to keep Miami from getting comfortable. If this
doesn't happen, we may see a replay of the Pats-Washington
game. That's something l could easily live without. Oh and
another thing, if we could have a small but effective cold spell,
let's say 20-25 degrees. The one historic.foe to the Dolphins has
been the cold, so lets get real COLD, O.K.?
I knew it, I knew it! I knew San Francisco's bubble was about
to burst. There is something about San Francisco that I'mjust
not impressed with. Everybody's been saying how good San
Francisco is, and that they're even better than the '81 Niners. I
just don't buy it.
The Raiders looked a little shaky as a field goal with no time
on the clock gave them a victory over the hard-luck Minnesota
Vikings (2-5) 23-20. Marcus Allen was held to just 54 yards.
The other Los Angeles team, the Rams, are on the move after

Ed Donahue's
Picks

Greg Mathis'
Picks

Cleveland at
Cincinnati

Cincinnati 21
Cleveland 17

Cleveland

Cleveland

Cincinnati

Denver at
Buffalo

Denver 27
Buffalo 20

Denver

·Denver

Denver

Chicago

Chicago

Chicago

Detroi~. 1

Chicago at
Tampa Bay

Chicago · 28
Tampa Bay 24

Detroit at
Minnesota

Detroit 20
Minnesota 17

Minnesota

Minnesota

Washington at
St. Louis

Washington 31
St. Louis 27

Washington

St. Louis

Washington

New York Giants at
Philadelphia

27
Giants
Philadelphia 24

N.Y. Giants

N.Y. Giants

Philadelphia

Seattle

Seattle

Seattle

Seattle at
Green Bay

Seattle 28
Green Bay 21

1

had 1a.1tr1t64·.- r.t1I'g·1·1i111adnrtA·Ulit~~~-·*}Q13j~n was the
1

~S;ints

leading rusher with 54 yards. George Rogers had just 11 yards
and newly acquired Earl Campbell had 19.
The Redskins contiue to look awesome as they crunched the
Dallas Cowboys 34-14, behindJohnRiggin's 165yards. Riggins
rolled over the 10,000 yard mark in his career. It was the 5th
straight victory for the Redskins.
· ·
The BRUINS season opened during the layover and are off to
a fair start. They are out west on a six game road trip thats tarted
in Edmonton.
The WORLD CHAMPION CELTICS are underway as they
battle through their pre-season matches while trying to settle
their off-court difficµlties.

J/11-..::;;-

Pittsburgh at
Indianapolis

Pittsburgh 24
Indianapolis 17

Indianapolis

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Kansas City at
New York Jets

Kansas City 28
27
Jets

Kansas City

N.Y. Jets

N.Y. Jets

Raiders 34
San biego 28

San Diego

Raiders

L.A. Raiders

San Francisco a,t
Houston

San Francisco 24
10
Houston

San Francisco

Houston

San Francisco

New Orleans at
Dallas

23
Dallas
New Orleans 20

Miami at
New England

New England 28
Miami
27

Los Angeles Rams at
Atlanta

Rams 27
At1anta 20

Los Angeles Raiders
San Diego

a convincing victory over the Saints 28-10. Eric Dickerson

ws

John Beaton's
Picks

Jack Murray's
Picks

.,,,,

Dallas

New England

Dallas

Dallas

Miami

New England
A_

L.A. Rams

L.A. Rams

L.A. Rams

1

• Some other thoughts ,
•Why are the Jets playing the Cheifs again? Twice in three
weeks, they are not even in their division.
•The University of Washington #1? A team that beat Oregon
·St. 19-7, No way!
•Walter Payton rolled up another 100 yards. Imagine him
behind John Hannah ? YAHOO!
•Watch out for the Cardinals, they're a team not to be taken
lightly.
•Look for the Rams to make the race tight with the 49ers.
•The Hartford Whalers are going to be tough this year.
•Highest attendence in the NFL this week was 63,161 in New
Orleans to see the Saints blander to the Rams 28-10. The lowest
was in Detroit 44,308 to see the Lions beat theBucs_ in overtime
13-~
.
.
•High school Super Bowl ratings as of 10/16;
•Division 1, 1. Lexington 2. Brockton
•Division 2, 1. Plymouth-Carver 2. Gloucester
•Division 3, 1. Dartmouth 2. Canton
•Division 4, 1. Hull 2. Hopkinton
•Division 5~ 1. St. Clement's 2. Blue Hills
•Happy 8th Anniversary Annie and Doug!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sports Schedule
BSC SPORTS SCHEDULE
Varsity football against Plymouth S.tate at I :00 p.m. on
October 27; Junior Varsity football against Coast Guard at 3:00
p.m. on October 22; Field Hockey against Salem State at 3:30
p.m. on October 23, and against South Conn. State at I :00 p.m.
on October 27; Women's Tennis against Salve Regina at 1:30
p.m. on October 27; Men's Soccer against Nichols College at
2:00 p.m. on October 28.

Curry College proved to be an elusive Homecoming
opponent for the Bears. ,
· ·
Photo: Mike Storey
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Dias and Baker Named Captains
By Mike Storey
Staff Writer
New Bedford's Mark Dias has
been named captain for the
1984-85 Bridgewater State College Basketball team. This is the
second year in a row that Mark
has received such an honor.
.The 5'11", 165 lb.junior guard
was the secon~d leading scorer

for the Bears last season with
13.3 ppg. He also dished out 111
assists during tli.i year.
Upon making the announcement, second-Year coach Mark
Champagn~ remarked, '"Mark is
a super individual both on and
off the court. He's not a big 'rahrah' guy, but leads by example.
He should. be one of the top
guards in Division III this year."
West Falmouth's Cathy
Baker has been named captain

of the 1984-85 Bridgewater
State Women's Basketball team.
The 5'8" senior forward led
the Lady Bears in both scoring
I 5. 7ppg., and rebounding
8.0rpg. on a team that went 22-5
in '83-84 and participated in the
Division III NCAA post-season
tournament.
Cathy was named to the
ECAC Division III All-Star
Team, New England Coaches
All-Star Team and the MAS-

Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Staff Writer
After a weekend full of
Homecoming festivities it
seemed most students closed
their books for a while and took
in a few of the social activities
sponsored'" on campus. Come
Monday, reality had set back in
with a week's worth of midterms
staring them in their hungover
faces.
At this time of year a similar
situation occurs in all fall sports
. with seasons coming to a close
and playoff berths for postseason competition riding on
the outcome of one or two crucial games in those final days of
autumn.
The women'sfield hockeyteam is faced with that situation
over the next week as they face
MASCAC rivals Westfield St.,
North AdalJlS St.,and Salem St.
They are all "must" win games if
the Lady Bears, currently 9-1-1,
are going to become MASCAC
champions and ensure themselves an invitation to the
NCAA regional tournament on
November 2-3rd.
The Lady Bears must
rebound off a disappointing
overtime loss to Plymouth
State, who is ranked number 4
in New England. BSC was
number 2 going "into the game.
Forward Denise Davis has been
on a goal scoring spree of late
potting three goals in the last
two games; raising her team lead
to seven goals and three assists

for ten pooints. Goalie Lynne
Bennett is sporting an impressive 0.36 goals against average.
Speaking of rebounding, the
Bears football team(2-3) hope to
get back on the winning track
when they travel to Nichols College to take on the winless (0-5)
Bisons. The Bears were defeated
21-10 by undefeated Curry College in their first homecoming
loss in at least five years. After
taking a 10-7 lead early in the
third quarter, the Colonels
defense completely shut down
the Bears offensive attack the
rest of the way while coming up
with two scores of their own to
insure the victory.
After starting off the season
with two wins the Bears have
dropped three in a row. At this
point in the season the Bears
can't tak~ any oppo~ent l,i~~tl~,
·even ·the· ·hapless -llisnli\$:·'wh01t.'~
trounced the Bears last season.
25-20.
The women's volleyball team
spiked· their share of opponents
this past week. They began with
impressive wins over Regis, 2-0,
Assumption, 2-0; and Barrington 2-0, before dropping one
against Eastern Nazerene, 2-0.
Sporting a credible 8-5 record,
the ladies are currently in second
place in the MASCAC with a
3-1 record.
The women's and men's cross
country teams recently competed in the Codfish .Cross
Country Invitational with close
to 50 teams entered. The men
came'away with a 12thplacefinish thanks to an 8th place finish

by senior Scott Yakola. The
ladies had an even better day
placing fifth overall. Cindy
Lindh, Carol Jackson, and
Cheryl Corbett all finished in
the top 25.
Yakola went even further the
following weekend taking top
honors in the MASCAC Championships. For his efforts Scott
earned all-conference honors
for the third time as well as
teammates Dan Murphy and
Tony Cabral.
The Bridgewater State soccer
team had a tough week going
winless in four matches. They
lost three heartbreakers, to
highly ranked North Adams, lO, Curry, 2-1, and Fitchburg
State, 4-3, while tying Framingham State,2-2. Overall, the
Bears are 3-7-2 and 1-3-2 in the
~~~:S:AC .

;"i:~·~;J?:~~1

1shed·
ning note with a thrilling 5-4
decision over Fitchburg State. It
was the second victory in a row
for the Bears, who whalloped
Worcester State 8-1 previously.
Captains Mark Desrouchers
and Jim Storey fought back
from a 5-4 deficit to take the
third. set 7-5 and the match point
for the BS C victory;
The women's tennis team
evened their record at 4-4, taking their third match in a row by
nipping previously unbeaten
Assumption, a Division 2
school, by 5-4 margin. Linda
Swenson and Judy Yukna
See BEARS p. 14

CAC all-conference team.
"Cathy is· probably the hardest worker on the team" comments head coach,Bo Ruggerio.
"She's worked hard fqr everything she's gotten in life in it's
paid off for her both in school
and on the basketball court.
She's the perfect examp'ie of a
'team captain'."·
Cathy is the daughter of
Joanne Baker of West Fal-·
mouth,. MA.

Men's Cap't
Mark Dias

port
Field Hockey
Team Suffers
First Loss
By Rodent
Contributing Writer
The Field ~ockey team suf""'.
· ' first loss of the season

a chance in the first half when
Plymouth's goalie fouled causing a penalty stroke to be called.
However, junior Jody Silvestro's attempt .was foiled by· the
goalie.
·

IMIWM•tillll'iliil'·ll"·l·'·'·ll!*8•~·~·-*~h·•N•,ai11:-ew10U.•rrently

mouth State on Tuesday after
coming off consecutive wins
over Fitchburg State 4-f and
Assumption 2-0.
Bridgewater's lone goal in the
2-1 · overtime loss came 52
seconds into the second half by
senior forward Denise Davis.
The Lady Bears had numerous
sc;oring opportunities including

9-1-1 overall and are #2 in New

EnglaJ1d. 11~};),inq S~lem
who they meet next Tuessay at
3:30 at home.
The team would also like to
wish a Happy Belated Birthday
to head coach Mary Lou Thimas. (If gray hair is an indication of how old one is, then this.
article better end here!).

a

BSC (3iris found themselves all alone in recent loss to Plymouth State.
Photo: Mike Storey

BSC. Equestrian Club
Welcomes,New Members

Bridg~water was stopped cold by Curry College 21-10 to spoil Bridgewater's Homecoming
festivities.
Photo: Mi.ke Storey

Members are still being welcomed· for Bridgewater ·State
College's Equestrian Club!
Come .Join! Beginners welcpme.
Our fist show is one the 20th
of this month at UCONN. As
pumpkin carryinglcontestand a
raffle to raise money .will be
held. Tickets will be on sale soon
outside the Student . Union
BoQkstore.
So far our members include:
Tricia Kelly, Jean Schilling,
Audrey M. Qiles, Jeff Roberts, .

Michelle Ancora, Marla Coyne,
Brenda Miller, Lydia Joyce,
Lynne Afrow, Sharyn Pinkham,
Michael Brown, Tania Lewandowski, Kristine Stepanishe~,
and Douglas Sprague.
Officers were elected . last
week. They are as follows: President is Douglas Sprague, VicePresident - . Sharyn Pinkham,
Secretary - Audrey M. Giles and
'Treasurer Jean Schilling.
For more information call
697-1405 or 585-5815.

